
This Kit Uses Premium Acrylic Foam Adhesive (Promoter Not Required!)3M™5849 

B&I PREMIUM DASH KIT INSTALLATION

Step 1:  CLEAN FACTORY PARTS

Make sure the part number you received is correct. Visually verify that the dash parts will fit your vehicles options. 
Check for damage, defects, color correctness and missing pieces.  IF THERE ARE ANY ISSUES, PLEASE DO NOT 
INSTALL OR REMOVE DASH PARTS FROM THE PROTECTIVE LINER. Contact your B&I distributor immediately 
(no later than 20 days after delivery date). Note: B&I rejects all returns without a return authorization number.

Visually familiarize yourself with each dash part and how it will attach to your factory parts. Identify reference points (such 
as switches and buttons) that will help with alignment when attaching the dash parts to your vehicle.
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Insure temperature of factory parts and dash parts is at least 

Lift a dash part off the liner and hold it by the edges. DO NOT touch the adhesive backing.
Align the dash part with the factory part and very gently tack into position.
Verify function of buttons, switches and other functional components.
IF properly positioned, press dash part firmly into place. Roll fingers and/or palms in a back and 

   forth motion across the entire dash part surface. Roll thumbs along outside and inside edges. For
    maximum bond, apply heat with a hair dryer while pressing dash parts into place.

IF not properly positioned, carefully lift the dash part off, re-align and tack back into position.
TIP 1: Start installation with smaller dash parts to familiarize yourself with the process and 
confidently move on to larger parts. To help with alignment on extra large parts, cut the liner around 
the dash part so you can peel it off in sections, while slowly tacking the dash part into place. 
TIP  2: Install what you consider "key" dash parts first. Then, allow the fresh new look of your interior 
to soak in. You may find installing all dash parts is not necessary. Sometimes, 'less' is better.
NOTE: lt takes 72 hours for the adhesive to fully cure. During this time, do not tamper with the dash 
parts. If an edge lifts, simply press it back down. Clean off finger prints with a soft cloth.

                      www.bitrim.com

4With clean hands (or wearing latex gloves), apply 3M Prep Solvent-70 or Simple Green® All Purpose 
    Cleaner to a clean, lint-free cloth (or paper towel) and thoroughly clean all applicable surfaces.
4Rinse cleaned surfaces with water applied to a clean cloth.
4Apply isopropyl alcohol to a clean cloth, clean surfaces again and wipe dry with a clean cloth. Keep 
    isopropyl alcohol off non-applicable surfaces.
4Test surface readiness by applying masking tape strips to each factory part. Use new masking tape 
   for each part. If the masking tape pulls off with good resistance, the surface is ready. If there is little-
    to-no resistance, repeat all cleaning steps. 
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Step 2:  FAMILIARIZE YOURSELF WITH DASH PART PLACEMENT

Step 3:  ATTACH DASH PARTS

CONTINUE CUSTOMIZING YOUR VEHICLE AT... WWW.BITRIM.COM

Hydrographics Steering Wheels Spoke Covers Rocker Panels Fender Trim Pillar Posts Diamond Plate

NOTE: The cleaning process may need to be repeated several times, especially if Armor All® or a 
similar product has ever been applied to your factory parts. Also, when cleaning, once an area of 
cloth shows signs of dirt or discoloration, always switch to a clean area or change to a new cloth.

WARNING! DO NOT RUSH THE CLEANING PROCESS. Factory parts must be 100% clean and 
free of all (visible and non-visible) oil, dirt and grease OR your dash parts may not bond properly.

WARNING! FAILURE TO FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS MAY LIMIT (OR VOID) YOUR WARRANTY, RETURN OR 
REPLACEMENTS OPTIONS. PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE ATTEMPTING INSTALLATION.


